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Partnering with DNSFilter allows you to be influential in the 
continued development of our offering, tailoring the product 
for your needs and prioritizing your feedback and support.

True Partnership

Protect your in-house IT assets at the DNS layer and 
test new configurations before deployment to your 
customer base.

Free NFR Licenses

As a reseller, you qualify for special pricing breaks. You get 
access to volume discounts for best in market reseller margins.

Discounts

Global policies including threat and content categories, 
SafeSearch configuration, application blocking, and allow/block 
domain lists are shared across all sub-organizations.

Global Administration

Customize our dashboard with your domain and logo. 
Transactional emails can be branded & customized, 
plus whitelabeled roaming client are available.

Fully Whitelabeled

Create & manage sub-organizations for each of your 
clients. After promotion, demo and test the product 
with clients at no charge in a two-week trial.

Multi-tenancy

Our product is designed from the ground up to cater specifically to MSPs and our partner program is a testament to this 
commitment. DNSFilter partners receive discounts off of retail pricing resulting in much greater profit margins than other filtering 
vendors. Partnering unlocks upgraded features not available in a standard account and brings your voice to our development 
lifecycle. Your needs will shape the evolution of our service.


Your customers aspire to stay safe online and look to you for 
results. As our partner, you can make this desire a reality, 
earning revenue while protecting your customers.



Whether you sell à la carte solutions or as a package, 
DNSFilter plays nicely with your existing security stack. Have 
complete visibility over customer assets and even empower 
local admins to reduce your support overhead.


MSP Partner

Program
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Planned to launch in early 2023, the Partner Portal is THE place for all your needs as a DNSFilter Partner. 

But wait, there’s more!

Access to the DNSFilter Partner Portal

Video Courses

Technical 
Training

Video courses to get you and your team up to speed 
on the ins and outs of the DNSFilter platform. provide 
technical training, sales/marketing coaching, best 
practice advice, and troubleshooting tips.

Best 
Practices

Get the most out of your DNSFilter deployment. 
These tips and tricks will delight your customers and 
streamline the productivity of your team.

Troubleshooting

Things inevitably go wrong, it’s DNS after all. 
Recovering from network issues is part of the game 
and this troubleshooting course is designed to 
quickly restore connectivity for those situations.

Sales 
Coaching

Selling can be a challenge for the technically gifted. 
We’ve invited industry experts to close the gap on 
identifying leads and closing deals.

Feature Sneak Peeks

Your voice is heard at DNSFilter. Be the first to review 
upcoming features and help us steer the final product 
decisions.

MSP Spotlights

Learn what makes your fellow DNSFilter Partners 
successful in quarterly panel interviews with the most 
successful entrepreneurs in the Partner Program.

DNSFilter Certification

Earn points and a DNSFilter certification from 
participating in the Portal. Exchange those points for 
swag. We’ve curated items you will actually want, 
DNSFilter logo included.

Sales Enablement

battlecards per 
industry

Security Parables 
for the Security 
Incomplete

questions customers 
might ask about DNS 
security


